Form C

If foreign guest staying in India, even for a short duration, is required to submit C-Forms. These forms can be filled through the online portal within 24 hours of their arrival.

The following documents must accompany the online C-Form submission:

1. Passport copy (photo page)
2. Visa copy
3. Scanned Photo copy within 30 kb (in JPG format)

If your visa contains any remarks, it is necessary to complete FRRO registration.

FRRO

FRRO Registration Required Documents: (Additional documents may be required depending on the candidate’s country.)

1. Passport copy (profile page)
2. Visa copy
3. Scanned Photo copy within 40 kb (in JPG format)
4. Filled Form C
5. Bonafide Certificate (provided by us)
6. Financial report proof (provided by us)

Note: FRRO registration is essential for departure from India.